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Electronic and Experimental Music
Meg and Charlie Schock return for another intriguing case. This one hiding a secret
that could wreck Charlie’s life. The newborn son of popular D.C. morning show host
Carl Havers and his wife was kidnapped fifteen years ago. Charlie Schock, then an
FBI agent, solved the open-and-shut case, returning Ethan to his parents. Now, the
young man shows up at Schock Investigations with a DNA test proving Charlie got
it wrong—he’s not the Havers’ son. His parents are still out there…so is the real
Ethan Havers…and he wants to find them, no matter what. Did she get it wrong all
those years ago? Charlie won’t stop until she’s solved the case all over again,
regardless of the personal cost. The mystery takes her and Meg on an investigation
steeped in deception, danger, and possible redemption. Will their combined skills
be enough to bring a lost boy home?

Listen to the Market
Universities continue to struggle in their efforts to fully integrate information and
communications technology within their activities. Based on examination of current
practices in technology integration at 25 universities worldwide, this book argues
for a radical approach to the management of technology in higher education. It
offers recommendations for improving governance, strategic planning, integration
of administrative and teaching services, management of digital resources, and
training of technology managers and administrators. The book is written for
anyone wanting to ensure technology is integrated as effectively and efficiently as
possible.

Cut-up Apologetic
What can parents, and others interested in adolescents, do to facilitate their
healthy development? In many decades of work, researchers have continually
identified three central dimensions of parenting: support, behavioral control, and
psychological control, all of which have been associated consistently with either
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positive or negative indicators of adolescent functioning. Notwithstanding its
volume, the research has been non specific as to the effects of these dimensions
and has otherwise been limited by a predominant concentration on western
families. This monograph reported on research that addressed these limitations by
testing specific effects of the parenting dimensions and by doing with multiple
analytic techniques on data from adolescents in 11 cultures across the world. In al
sites, it was found that support was associated with higher adolescent social
competence and lower depression; psychological control with higher depression
and antisocial behavior; and behavioral control with lower antisocial behavior.
Recommendations included considering that these dimensions are the parental
contribution to relationship types or socialization conditions that, when achieved,
(with parents or other significant person) are responsible for the effects.

Animal Life
This book is the first to systematically describe the key components necessary to
ensure successful implementation of Collaborative Problem Solving (CPS) across
mental health settings and non-mental health settings that require behavioral
management. This resource is designed by the leading experts in CPS and is
focused on the clinical and implementation strategies that have proved most
successful within various private and institutional agencies. The book begins by
defining the approach before delving into the neurobiological components that are
key to understanding this concept. Next, the book covers the best practices for
implementation and evaluating outcomes, both in the long and short term. The
book concludes with a summary of the concept and recommendations for
additional resources, making it an excellent concise guide to this cutting edge
approach. Collaborative Problem Solving is an excellent resource for psychiatrists,
psychologists, social workers, and all medical professionals working to manage
troubling behaviors. The text is also valuable for readers interested in public
health, education, improved law enforcement strategies, and all stakeholders
seeking to implement this approach within their program, organization, and/or
system of care.

Giving Our Children a Fighting Chance
Chess tactics explained in English: the website www.chesstactics.org in book form.
This volume is the first in a two-part set. The two books together contain over a
thousand examples organized in unprecedented detail. Every position is
accompanied by a commentary describing a train of thought that leads to the
solution; these books thus are the ideal learning tool for those who prefer
explanations in words to long strings of notation. This first volume provides an
introduction to tactics and explains forks and discovered attacks. (Book II covers
pins and skewers, removal of the guard, and mating patterns.) A hardcover version
is also available.

The Peach Keeper
From the author of the TRAINSPOTTING and SHALLOW GRAVE screenplays, a novel
about the unpredictable course of fate. An aspiring novelist meets a rich woman
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with a slender grip on the real world. They are ill-matched but become lovers, with
a little help from the archangel Gabriel. Tied to the release of a Hollywood feature
film.

Trends and Applications in Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining
This book broadens the scope and impact of digital storytelling in higher education.
It outlines how to teach, research and build communities in tertiary institutions
through the particular form of audio-visual communication known as digital
storytelling by developing relationships across professions, workplaces and civil
society. The book is framed within the context of ‘The Four Scholarships’
developed by the Carnegie Foundation for the advancement and redefining of
teaching, including the scholarships of discovery, integration, application, and
teaching and learning. Across four sections, this volume considers the potential of
digital storytelling to improve, enhance and expand teaching, learning, research,
and interactions with society. Written by an international range of academics,
researchers and practitioners, from disciplines spanning medicine, anthropology,
education, social work, film and media studies, rhetoric and the humanities, the
book demonstrates the variety of ways in which digital storytelling offers solutions
to key challenges within higher education for students, academics and citizens. It
will be compelling reading for students and researchers working in education and
sociology.

Unclean Jobs for Women and Girls
This is a compelling, eye-opening portrait of two communities in Philadelphia with
drastically different economic resources. Over the course of their10-year
investigation, the authors of this important new work came to understand that this
disparity between affluence and poverty has created a knowledge gap--far more
important than mere achievement scores--with serious implications for students'
economic prosperity and social mobility. At the heart of this knowledge gap is the
limited ability of students from poor communities to develop information capital.
This moving book takes you into the communities in question to meet the students
and their families, and by doing so provides powerful insights into the role that
literacy can play in giving low-income students a fighting chance. Important
reading for a wide audience of educators, policymakers, school reformers, and
community activists, Giving Our Children a Fighting Chance: Documents how
inequalities begin early and are reinforced by geographic concentration. Compares
community libraries to see how print is used in each neighborhood and how
children develop as young readers. Looks at patterns that create radical
differences in experiences and attitudes toward learning prior to entering school.
Explores the function of technology as a tool that exacerbates the divide between
affluent students and those with limited access to information. Provides a
comprehensive analysis of community literacy, documenting the transformation of
media habits from books to computers. Concludes with a look inside schools to
answer questions about what schools can do to overcome this complex, unequal
playing field. Susan B. Neuman is a professor of Educational Studies at the
University of Michigan, and has served as the U.S. Assistant Secretary for
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Elementary and Secondary Education.Her books include Changing the Odds for
Children at Risk. Donna C. Celano is assistant professor of Communication at La
Salle University in Philadelphia. “Giving Our Children a Fighting Chance depicts a
stark reality: the enormous and growing divide in literacy and reading skill
development between children growing up in poverty and children from the middle
and upper classes—and the social and economic ramifications. This book should be
required reading, not just for those in the education and policy fields, but for
anyone who cares about the lives of children and the health of our society.” —Kyle
Zimmer, President and CEO, First Book “‘By walking the streets, riding the buses,
and taking the subways,’ Celano and Neuman give us a groundbreaking and
sobering look at print and education technology resources in two neighborhoods,
one wealthy and one poor. The result is a must-read eye-opener for anyone who
cares about equal opportunity. The stuff of learning is essential but insufficient.
Only with close teacher, parent, and student-to-student coaching can better print
and technology resources make a difference.” —Eugenia Kemble, Executive
Director, Albert Shanker Institute “The authors of this text make you CARE about
these communities and children. They provide insights about how we must focus
on literacy in order to make a real difference in the lives of students. This is one of
the most comprehensive analyses to date of community literacy, documenting the
transformation of media habits from books to computers.” —Linda B. Gambrell,
Distinguished Professor of Education, Clemson University

Micromanufacturing Processes
Increased demand for and developments in micromanufacturing have created a
need for a resource that covers both the science and technology of this rapidly
growing area. With contributions from eminent professors and researchers actively
engaged in teaching, research, and development, Micromanufacturing Processes
details the basic principles, tools,

Environmental Stress
Tiny Python Projects takes you from amateur to Pythonista as you create 22
bitesize programs. Each tiny project teaches you a new programming concept,
from the basics of lists and strings right through to regular expressions and
randomness. Summary A long journey is really a lot of little steps. The same is true
when you’re learning Python, so you may as well have some fun along the way!
Written in a lighthearted style with entertaining exercises that build powerful skills,
Tiny Python Projects takes you from amateur to Pythonista as you create 22
bitesize programs. Each tiny project teaches you a new programming concept,
from the basics of lists and strings right through to regular expressions and
randomness. Along the way you’ll also discover how testing can make you a better
programmer in any language. About the technology Who says learning to program
has to be boring? The 21 activities in this book teach Python fundamentals through
puzzles and games. Not only will you be entertained with every exercise, but you’ll
learn about text manipulation, basic algorithms, and lists and dictionaries as you
go. It’s the ideal way for any Python newbie to gain confidence and experience.
About the book The projects are tiny, but the rewards are big: each chapter in Tiny
Python Projects challenges you with a new Python program, including a password
creator, a word rhymer, and a Shakespearean insult generator. As you complete
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these entertaining exercises, you’ll graduate from a Python beginner to a confident
programmer—and you’ll have a good time doing it! What's inside Write commandline Python programs Manipulate Python data structures Use and control
randomness Write and run tests for programs and functions Download testing
suites for each project About the reader For readers with beginner programming
skills. About the author Ken Youens-Clark is a Senior Scientific Programmer at the
University of Arizona. He has an MS in Biosystems Engineering and has been
programming for over 20 years. Table of Contents 1 How to write and test a Python
program 2 The crow’s nest: Working with strings 3 Going on a picnic: Working with
lists 4 Jump the Five: Working with dictionaries 5 Howler: Working with files and
STDOUT 6 Words count: Reading files and STDIN, iterating lists, formatting strings
7 Gashlycrumb: Looking items up in a dictionary 8 Apples and Bananas: Find and
replace 9 Dial-a-Curse: Generating random insults from lists of words 10
Telephone: Randomly mutating strings 11 Bottles of Beer Song: Writing and testing
functions 12 Ransom: Randomly capitalizing text 13 Twelve Days of Christmas:
Algorithm design 14 Rhymer: Using regular expressions to create rhyming words
15 The Kentucky Friar: More regular expressions 16 The Scrambler: Randomly
reordering the middles of words 17 Mad Libs: Using regular expressions 18
Gematria: Numeric encoding of text using ASCII values 19 Workout of the Day:
Parsing CSV files, creating text table output 20 Password strength: Generating a
secure and memorable password 21 Tic-Tac-Toe: Exploring state 22 Tic-Tac-Toe
redux: An interactive version with type hints

The Guru in South Asia
A Life Less Ordinary
A new collection of delightfully macabre tales from a master of horror manga. An
old wooden mansion that turns on its inhabitants. A dissection class with a most
unusual subject. A funeral where the dead are definitely not laid to rest. Ranging
from the terrifying to the comedic, from the erotic to the loathsome, these stories
showcase Junji Ito’s long-awaited return to the world of horror. -- VIZ Media

Laddie: A True Blue Story
Up-and-coming poet Jamie Sharpe presents a finely tuned second collection Cut-up
Apologetic, Sharpe's second collection, explores aging in a world where youth is
terrible and something we desperately want back. These are poems about failing
to leave our mark while marks are left on us - about the collective insatiability of
emptying surroundings in an attempt to fill ourselves. At the same time, Cut-up
Apologetic is naïve and playful even when examining fear expressed as
discrimination or the ways restlessness transitions into an inertia spelling cultural
death. Sharpe finds strange new horizons "extend(ing)/only backward, into
memory."

The Ghosts of Varner Creek
Includes sample test questions and test-taking skills
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The Ink Trade
From the National Book Award–winning author of The Absolutely True Diary of a
Part-Time Indian, the tale of a troubled boy’s trip through history. Half Native
American and half Irish, fifteen-year-old “Zits” has spent much of his short life
alternately abused and ignored as an orphan and ward of the foster care system.
Ever since his mother died, he’s felt alienated from everyone, but, thanks to the
alcoholic father whom he’s never met, especially disconnected from other Indians.
After he runs away from his latest foster home, he makes a new friend. Handsome,
charismatic, and eloquent, Justice soon persuades Zits to unleash his pain and
anger on the uncaring world. But picking up a gun leads Zits on an unexpected
time-traveling journey through several violent moments in American history,
experiencing life as an FBI agent during the civil rights movement, a mute Indian
boy during the Battle of Little Bighorn, a nineteenth-century Indian tracker, and a
modern-day airplane pilot. When Zits finally returns to his own body, “he begins to
understand what it means to be the hero, the villain and the victim. . . . Mr. Alexie
succeeds yet again with his ability to pierce to the heart of matters, leaving this
reader with tears in her eyes” (The New York Times Book Review). Sherman
Alexie’s acclaimed novels have turned a spotlight on the unique experiences of
modern-day Native Americans, and here, the New York Times–bestselling author of
The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven and The Absolutely True Diary of a
Part-Time Indian takes a bold new turn, combining magical realism with his
singular humor and insight. This ebook features an illustrated biography of
Sherman Alexie including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.

Consumer Behavior
Captivated by the unpublished manuscript she has found in her grandfather's
cottage, folk musician Janey Little is transported to the world described in the
manuscript and into a tale of a bewitched young woman's magical quest. Reprint.
17,500 first printing.

Managing Technology in Higher Education
If you think that watching all the nature programs on television qualifies you as an
expert on the subject, think again! Do you really know what makes animals tick?
Here are the answers, portrayed in stunning, awe-inspiring action sequences and
explained in fascinating, in-depth prose. Thematically arranged by behavior trait,
Animal Life explores and explains every aspect of animal behavior, including
courtship rituals and sex lives, family relationships and defense mechanisms,
hunting techniques and feeding habits. Side panels explore some of the field
research on animal behavior and explain important conservation issues. The
introductory chapters on the Animal Kingdom and on animal anatomy help explain
how different animals have evolved and adapted to their environments,
adaptations that may be relevant to particular behaviors. Destined to be the
ultimate authority on animal behavior, this book also looks at key behavioral
concepts such as how animals learn to behave and the role of instinct in the
learning process.
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Digital Storytelling in Higher Education
Mary Doria Russell's debut novel, The Sparrow, took us on a journey to a distant
planet and into the center of the human soul. A critically acclaimed bestseller, The
Sparrow was chosen as one of Entertainment Weekly's Ten Best Books of the Year,
a finalist for the Book-of-the-Month Club's First Fiction Prize and the winner of the
James M. Tiptree Memorial Award. Now, in Children of God, Russell further
establishes herself as one of the most innovative, entertaining and philosophically
provocative novelists writing today. The only member of the original mission to the
planet Rakhat to return to Earth, Father Emilio Sandoz has barely begun to recover
from his ordeal when the So-ciety of Jesus calls upon him for help in preparing for
another mission to Alpha Centauri. Despite his objections and fear, he cannot
escape his past or the future. Old friends, new discoveries and difficult questions
await Emilio as he struggles for inner peace and understanding in a moral universe
whose boundaries now extend beyond the solar system and whose future lies with
children born in a faraway place. Strikingly original, richly plotted, replete with
memorable characters and filled with humanity and humor, Chil-dren of God is an
unforgettable and uplifting novel that is a potent successor to The Sparrow and a
startlingly imaginative adventure for newcomers to Mary Doria Russell's special
literary magic. From the Hardcover edition.

Tiny Python Projects
Fragments of Horror
Miss Minerva Lane is a quiet, bespectacled wallflower, and she wants to keep it
that way. After all, the last time she was the center of attention, it ended badly--so
badly that she changed her name to escape her scandalous past. Wallflowers may
not be the prettiest of blooms, but at least they don't get trampled. So when a
handsome duke comes to town, the last thing she wants is his attention. But that is
precisely what she gets. Because Robert Blaisdell, the Duke of Clermont, is not
fooled. When Minnie figures out what he's up to, he realizes there is more to her
than her spectacles and her quiet ways. And he's determined to lay her every
secret bare before she can discover his. But this time, one shy miss may prove to
be more than his match The books in the Brothers Sinister series: ½. The
Governess Affair (free prequel novella) 1. The Duchess War 1½. A Kiss for
Midwinter (a companion novella to The Duchess War) 2. The Heiress Effect 3. The
Countess Conspiracy 4. The Suffragette Scandal 4½. Talk Sweetly to Me

Being a Long Term Care Nursing Assistant
A systematic 1982 on human reactions to five environmental stress factors.

Collaborative Problem Solving
Medicine and Surgery of Tortoises and Turtles is an innovative and exciting new
reference book on the management of chelonians. Covering everything from
species identification to virus isolation techniques, it is an indispensable source of
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information for veterinary practitioners treating sick or injured chelonians and all
those involved in captive chelonian care, chelonian conservation medicine, and
scientific research. Written by leading chelonian veterinarians from around the
world, this definitive book includes: Detailed sections on anatomy, physiology,
husbandry, nutrition, diagnosis, diseases, anaesthesia, surgery, therapeutics and
conservation. Over 1000 full-colour photographs, which take the reader through
disease recognition, practical nursing, captive husbandry and common surgical
conditions. Down-to-earth clinical information presented in a user-friendly format.
Medicine and Surgery of Tortoises and Turtles is both a step-by-step photographic
guide and a detailed source of clinical and scientific data. As well as this, it
contains fascinating material that has never been published before, ensuring that
it will become the primary chelonian reference book.

The Duchess War
Drama and beauty abound on the plains of Africa and in this superb collection of
images, Australian photographers Kym and Tonya Illman present an intimate
insight into Earth's greatest wilderness. This lavish book is the result of thousands
of hours spent on safari in Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Botswana, Zimbabwe and
South Africa. The Illmans innovative, and sometimes controversial, approach
includes cameras buried at the edges of waterholes, mounted on aerial drones and
on remote controlled buggies, with many lost to lions and elephants in the process.
They have spent days concealed in photographic hides to capture low level shots
and have chartered helicopters to photograph wildlife and vistas not accessible by
land. Each photograph is accompanied by the fascinating story behind its capture.
In a final section the Illmans discuss the various elements that ensure a successful
safari, from both a sightseeing and photographic viewpoint. This splendid
collection of photographs is an unforgettable record of Africa in all its untamed
beauty and raw emotion. From the brutality of the food chain to playful shots of
animals at their most uninhibited, from majestic sunsets to brooding landscapes,
there is no greater theater than nature itself. This is Africa On Safari. Contents:
Foreword by Anton Crone; 1. Eye to Eye with Nature; 2. Behind the Lens;
Acknowledgments.

Mastering Emacs
Listen deeply. Tell stories. This is the mantra of the Center for Digital Storytelling
(CDS) in Berkeley California, which, since 1998 has worked with nearly 1,000
organizations around the world and trained more than 15,000 people in the art of
digital storytelling. In this revised and updated edition of the CDS's popular guide
to digital storytelling, co-founder Joe Lambert details the history and methods of
digital storytelling practices. Using a "7 Steps" approach, Lambert helps
storytellers identify the fundamentals of dynamic digital storytelling--from seeing
the story, assembling it, and sharing it. As in the last edition, readers of the fourth
edition will also find new explorations of the applications of digital storytelling and
updated appendices that provide resources for budding digital storytellers,
including information about past and present CDS-affiliated projects and placebased storytelling, a narrative-based approach to understanding experience and
landscape. A companion website further brings the entire storytelling process to
life. Over the years, the CDS's work has transformed the way that community
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activists, educators, health and human services agencies, business professionals,
and artists think about story, media, culture, and the power of personal voice in
creating change. For those who yearn to tell multimedia stories, Digital Storytelling
is the place to begin.

Nietzsche Briefwechsel
This book provides a set of fresh and compelling interdisciplinary approaches to
the enduring phenomenon of the guru in South Asia. Moving across different gurus
and kinds of gurus, and between past and present, the chapters call attention to
the extraordinary scope and richness of the social lives and roles of South Asian
gurus. Prevailing scholarship has rightly considered the guru to be a source of
religious and philosophical knowledge and mystical bodily practices. This book
goes further and considers the social engagements and entanglements of these
spiritual leaders, not just on their own (narrowly denominational) terms, but in
terms of their diverse, complex, rapidly evolving engagements with 'society'
broadly conceived. The book explores and illuminates the significance of female
gurus, gurus from the perspective of Islam, imbrications of guru-ship and slavery in
pre-modern India, connections between gurus and power, governance and
economic liberalization in modern and contemporary India, vexed questions of
sexuality and guru-ship, gurus' charitable endeavours, the cosmopolitanism of
gurus in contexts of spiritual tourism, and the mediation of gurus via technologies
of electronic communication. Bringing together internationally renowned scholars
from religious studies, political science, history, sociology and anthropology, The
Guru in South Asia provides exciting and original new insights into South Asian
guru-ship.

2nd Strike
Develop faster with DevOps DevOps embraces a culture of unifying the creation
and distribution of technology in a way that allows for faster release cycles and
more resource-efficient product updating. DevOps For Dummies provides a
guidebook for those on the development or operations side in need of a primer on
this way of working. Inside, DevOps evangelist Emily Freeman provides a roadmap
for adopting the management and technology tools, as well as the culture
changes, needed to dive head-first into DevOps. Identify your organization’s needs
Create a DevOps framework Change your organizational structure Manage projects
in the DevOps world DevOps For Dummies is essential reading for developers and
operations professionals in the early stages of DevOps adoption.

Modern Perl
In this darkly comic and surreal collection from celebrated author Alissa Nutting,
misfit women scramble for agency in a series of uncanny circumstances
Throughout these breathtakingly creative seventeen stories spread across time,
space, and differing planes of reality, we encounter a host of women and girls in a
wide range of unusual jobs. A space cargo deliverywoman enlists the help of her
cybersex partner to release her mother from cryogenic prison. Desperate for
affection and a more lavish lifestyle, a young woman falls under the corrosive spell
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of the fashion model for whom she’s given up everything to assist. A woman
submits to a procedure that will turn her body into a futuristic ant farm, only to
discover the sinister plans of her doctor. Though the settings these women find
themselves in are as shocking and unique as they come, the emotional battles
they face are searing and real. Some are trying to fight their way out of the cycle
of abuse, while others must cope with the anguish brought on by infertility or the
aftershocks of an abortion. Still others confront and embrace their most depraved
desires, carving out power for themselves in worlds that relentlessly ask for
conformity. Wickedly funny yet ringing with deep truths about gender, authority
and the ways we inhabit and restrict the female body, Unclean Jobs for Women and
Girls is a brilliant commentary on the kaleidoscope of human behavior and a
remarkably nuanced satire for our times.

The Little Country
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR combines a foundation in key concepts from marketing,
psychology, sociology, and anthropology with a highly practical focus on real-world
applications for today's business environment. The new edition of this popular,
pioneering text incorporates the latest cutting-edge research and current business
practices, including extensive coverage of social media influences, increased
consumer power, emerging neuroscience findings, and emotion in consumer
decision making. In addition, the Sixth Edition includes an increased emphasis on
social responsibility and ethics in marketing. With even more real-world examples
and application exercises, including new opening examples and closing cases in
every chapter, CONSUMER BEHAVIOR provides a thorough, yet engaging and
enjoyable guide to this essential subject, enabling students and professionals alike
to master the skills they need to succeed. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Predator at the Chessboard
Warm from the oven and just waiting to accompany a glass of cold milk or a cup of
steaming cocoa, nothing smells better than the aroma of freshly baked cookies.
With Cookie Indulgence, you'll never run short on inspiration for quick and delicious
cookies, bars and frostings to welcome friends and family home or to give as tasty
gifts. Browse through the pages of Cookie Indulgence to find just the right treat.
With 150 favorites from Chocolate Chip or Oatmeal cookies to No-bake,
Refrigerator and Christmas cookies, there is sure to be a recipe that will please
even the most rigorous taste test your family can muster. If you're looking for
something unique, make sure to check out the Unusually Odd cookie section for
recipes with ingredients you won't find on the average baking supply shelf. So, sit
back and relax with a good cookie while you scan the recipes and tips. Your next
cookie baking session is sure to please everyone with goodies for gift giving,
church bake sales or snacks for your family.

The Halo Chronicles
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Combine: Asynchronous Programming with Swift (First Edition)
A classic novel with a time-tested model for how to raise a happy, well-educated
family “Do you know that being a stranger is the hardest thing that can happen to
anyone in all this world?” ― Gene Stratton-Porter, Laddie: A True Blue Story
Laddie: A True Blue Story by Gene Stratton-Porter is a charming fictionalization of
the author's own childhood. Featuring a loving family on a small farm, this
delightful novel should not be missed. This Xist Classics edition has been
professionally formatted for e-readers with a linked table of contents. This eBook
also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion questions. We
hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t
wait to hear what you have to say about it.

Parental Support, Psychological Control and Behavioral Control
A Perl expert can solve a problem in a few lines of well-tested code. Now you can
unlock these powers for yourself. Modern Perl teaches you how Perl really works.
It's the only book that explains Perl thoroughly, from its philosophical roots to the
pragmatic decisions that help you solve real problems--and keep them solved.
You'll understand how the language fits together and discover the secrets used by
the global Perl community. This beloved guide is now completely updated for Perl
5.22. When you have to solve a problem now, reach for Perl. When you have to
solve a problem right, reach for Modern Perl. Discover how to scale your skills from
one-liners to asynchronous Unicode-aware web services and everything in
between. Modern Perl will take you from novice to proficient Perl hacker. You'll see
which features of modern Perl will make you more productive, and which features
of this well-loved language are best left in the past. Along the way, you'll take
advantage of Perl to write well-tested, clear, maintainable code that evolves with
you. Learn how the language works, how to take advantage of the CPAN's
immense trove of time-tested solutions, and how to write clear, concise, powerful
code that runs everywhere. Specific coverage explains how to use Moose, how to
write testable code, and how to deploy and maintain real-world Perl applications.
This new edition covers the new features of Perl 5.20 and Perl 5.22, including all
the new operators, standard library changes, bug and security fixes, and
productivity enhancements. It gives you what you need to use the most up-to-date
Perl most effectively, all day, every day. What You Need: Perl 5.16 or newer (Perl
5.20 or 5.22 preferred). Installation/upgrade instructions included.

Africa on Safari
Caution: Book contains adult content and themes. Reader discretion advised. In the
summer of 1909, in the small town of Varner Creek, Texas, twelve year old
Solomon Mayfield awoke one morning to find his mother and sister had
disappeared. Through a series of cover-ups and denials, some aimed at protecting
Sol, others at hiding the worst of secrets, Sol lived the rest of his life in a fog of halftruths and shadowed lies, haunted by ghosts of the dead with whom he suddenly
found himself sharing an inexplicable bond with that he could never fully
understand. But when Sol passes away as an old man so many years later, the
truth is waiting for him, as are the ghosts of his past. Sol finally discovers what
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really happened that summer and it is a truth that will change everything he
thought he knew about the life he lived and the people he thought he knew. For as
Sol is about to find out, even the dead have secrets. Author's Note: 18+ only,
please, as some of the subject matter is not suitable at all for younger readers.
Also, a few comments noted book starts slow before reving up. The beginning
becomes something different by the ending which is how it was written, but fair
disclaimer to readers who hate slow starts . . . this one does lay a foundation
before it gets going that some may find slower than to their liking. Also, The
Ghosts of Varner Creek is more than a ghost story. It could fit into a number of
genres . . . historical fiction, southern fiction, mystery, paranormal, and family
drama. So for readers seeking a straightforward horror novel, I wouldn't want to
disappoint as this isn't really in that category. Otherwise, if you do read, I thank
you in advance and hope you enjoy the book.

Cookie Indulgence
‘The title of journalist is probably very noble, but I lay no real claim to it. I am, I
think, a novelist and a musical composer manqué: I make no other pretensions ’
Anthony Burgess Despite his modest claims, Anthony Burgess was an enormously
prolific journalist. During his life he published two substantial collections of
journalism, Urgent Copy (1968) and Homage to Qwert Yuiop (1986); a posthumous
collection of occasional essays, One Man’s Chorus, was published in 1998. These
collections are now out of print, and Burgess’s journalism, a key part of his
prodigious output, has fallen into neglect. The Ink Trade is a brilliant new selection
of his reviews and articles, some savage, some crucial in establishing new writers,
new tastes and trends. Between 1959 and his death in 1993 Burgess contributed
to newspapers and periodicals around the world: he was provocative, informative,
entertaining, extravagant, and always readable. Editor Will Carr presents a wealth
of unpublished and uncollected material.

DevOps For Dummies
Digital Storytelling
High school sophomore Alex Grabovski is cursed with a gift: the ability to see the
goodness and evil in her fellow human beings in the form of halos--rings of light or
darkness--that surround the body. Her goals in life are to keep moving, find her
best friend, and to remain invisible. A new foster family and new school offer her a
real chance at a normal life. But in order to stay, she must accept that her gift, the
gift of the saints, has been bestowed for a purpose and confront the overwhelming
darkness she fears. Then he appears, Gabriel is a Seraph, a guardian angel sent in
the mortal body of a sixteen-year-old boy to protect Alex at the time in her life
when she needs it the most. Although he is as old as time, Gabriel's teenage form
reacts to Alex in an unexpected, unprecedented way. He falls hopelessly in love
with her. When their school erupts in violence, Gabriel and Alex realize why the
guardian was sent. But can they rise above human emotions to fulfill their
destinies, even if it means the outcome will rip their fragile world apart?
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Children of God
Annotation Electronic and Experimental Music details the history of electronic
music throughout the world, and the people who created it. From the theory of
sound production to key composers and instrument designers, this is a complete
introduction to the genre from its early roots to the present technological
explosion. Every major figure is covered including: Thaddeus Cahill, Peire Henry,
Gorden Mumma, Pauline Oliveros, Brian Eno, and D.J. Spooky. The vast array of
forms and instruments that these innovators introduced and expanded are also
included--tape composition, the synthesizer, "live" electronic performance, the
ONCE festivals, ambient music, and turntablism. This new edition, includes a
thoroughly updated and enlarged theoretical and historical sections and includes
new material on using home computers (PCs) and the many resources now
available in software and the Internet.

Medicine and Surgery of Tortoises and Turtles
Dive into Combine! Writing asynchronous code can be challenging, with a variety
of possible interfaces to represent, perform, and consume asynchronous work delegates, notification center, KVO, closures, etc. Juggling all of these different
mechanisms can be somewhat overwhelming. Does it have to be this hard? Not
anymore! In this book, you'll learn about Combine - Apple's framework to work with
asynchronous events in a unified and reactive way that ensures your app is always
up to date based on the latest state of its data. Who This Book Is For This book is
for intermediate iOS developers who already know the basics of iOS and Swift
development but are interested in learning declarative/reactive programming and
take their app and state management to the next level. You'll also find this book
interesting if you're interested in SwiftUI - as many of the reactive capabilities
keeping your SwiftUI views up-to-date are built on top of Combine. Topics Covered
in Combine: Asynchronous Programming with Swift What & Why: Learn what is
Combine and reactive programming and the problems they solve, and how you can
unify all of your asynchronous piece of work. Operators: Learn how to compose,
transform, filter and otherwise manipulate different pieces of asynchronous work
using operators. In Practice: You'll gain knowledge on various topics and
techniques you'll leverage when writing your own real-life apps, as well as practice
these techniques with actual hands-on apps and projects. SwiftUI: You'll learn
about how Combine is deeply rooted within SwiftUI and provides it with the ability
to reactively update its views based on the state of your app. Advanced Combine:
Once you've got a handle on the basics, you'll dive into advanced Combine topics
such as Error Handling, Schedulers, and Custom Publishers. By the end of this
book, you'll be a pro in building full-fledged applications using Combine's various
abilities.

Flight
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings at
PAKDD Workshops 2018, held in conjunction with the 22nd Pacific-Asia Conference
on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, PAKDD 2018, in Melbourne, Australia, in
June 2018. The 32 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
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from 46 submissions. The workshops affiliated with PAKDD 2018 include: Workshop
on Big Data Analytics for Social Computing, BDASC, Australasian Workshop on
Machine Learning for Cyber-security, ML4Cyber, Workshop on Biologically-inspired
Techniques for Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, BDM, Pacific Asia Workshop
on Intelligence and Security Informatics, PAISI, and Workshop on Data Mining for
Energy Modeling and Optimization, DaMEMO.

"Allah" as Introduced by Mohammed
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER It’s the dubious distinction of thirty-year-old Willa
Jackson to hail from a fine old Southern family of means that met with financial ruin
generations ago. The Blue Ridge Madam—built by Willa’s great-great-grandfather
and once the finest home in Walls of Water, North Carolina—has stood for years as
a monument to misfortune and scandal. Willa has lately learned that an old
classmate—socialite Paxton Osgood—has restored the house to its former glory,
with plans to turn it into a top-flight inn. But when a skeleton is found buried
beneath the property’s lone peach tree, long-kept secrets come to light,
accompanied by a spate of strange occurrences throughout the town. Thrust
together in an unlikely friendship, united by a full-blooded mystery, Willa and
Paxton must confront the passions and betrayals that once bound their
families—and uncover the truths that have transcended time to touch the hearts of
the living.
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